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The purpose of this note is to show that like harmonic functions

which are characterized by Gauss mean value property (M.V.P.),

general linear second order elliptic equation with real constant coeffi-

cients are also characterized by similar M.V.P. over ellipsoids.

In a domain R of En, consider the equation

n n

(1) X] a-ijUxiXj + 2 ^2 btuXi + cu = 0
i,y=i i—i

with real constant coefficients, where the real symmetric matrix

A = ((an)) is positive definite. Let E(x0, r) denote the interior of the

ellipsoid (x — Xo)A(x — Xo)' = r2 (with center at the point x0, r>0) in En.

Theorem 1. Let u0 be a positive solution of (1) in C2(R). A function

u in C2(R) is a solution of (1) if and only if u satisfies the M. V.P.:

(2) u(xo)/uo(xo) =   I uexp(bAxl)dx I    I u0exp(bAx')dx
J E(x0,r) I      -I 8(i,,r)

for each E(xo, r) whose closure lies in R, where b = (bx, ■ ■ ■ , bn).

Proof. By a suitable affine transformation T, equation (1) can be

transformed into the form

(3) A(w exp(ky')) + (c - bAb')u exp(ky') = 0

where k = bP', P being the matrix of Tand P'P = A. SinceUo(y)exp(ky')

satisfies (3) in T(R), by Corollary 1 of [l], a function u in C2(R) is a

solution of (1) in R if and only if the transformed function u(y)/u0(y)

satisfies the M.V.P.

(4) u(y0)/u0(yo) =   I uexp(ky')dy /   I u0exp(ky')dy
J B(vo,r) /      J B(V„,r)

ior each ball B(y0, r) whose closure lies in T(R). That is if and only

if u satisfies the M.V.P. (2) for each £(x0, r) whose closure lies in R.

Remark. A positive solution of (1) always exists if c — bAb'^0.

Putting c = 0 and Mo = l we get, from Theorem 1, immediately
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Theorem 2. If uEC2iR), then u is a solution of (1) (with c = 0) if

and only if u satisfies the M. V.P.

(5) ti(x0) =   I uexp(bAx')dx /    I expibAx')dx
•/ Eix„,T) I     J E(xo,r)

for each £(x0, r) whose closure lies in R.

Setting b = (0, • • • , 0) and A=I,we get from (2) the M.V.P.

(6) w(x0)/mo(x<>) =   I udx I    I u0dx
J B{xt,.T) I      J B<,x„,r)

which characterizes the equation (*) Au+cu = 0. From (6) and (*)

we get immediately the Gauss M.V.P. for harmonic functions by

setting c = 0 and Mo = 1.
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